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Abstract
Aging population and empty-nest problem have become a significant issue worldwide. In order to
overcome loneliness and promote an active living for the elderly, an elderly companion robot is a
great solution in the future. The robot using Kinect sensor is able to intelligently detect correct user
and to follow automatically and robustly. To complement the automatic mode, the robot car can also
be controlled by voice commands. For better interaction and smart companion, the robot is able to
talk and give suggestions by using text-to-speech algorithm. It is also designed for both outdoor and
indoor environment and to assist elderly to carry miscellaneous belongings.

Keyword: Elderly Companion, Robot, Kinect, Aging, Follow me, Voice Recognition, speech
generation.

I. Introduction

With the improvement of healthcare, aging is becoming a significant issue. The number of older
persons aged 60 years or above was 841 million in 2013 all over the world, which was four times
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higher than the 202 million that lived in 1950. The older population will almost triple by 2050, when
it is expected to surpass the two billion mark.
The elderly are usually physically and emotionally weak. What’s worse, there are a high volume of
empty-nest elderly. Loneliness is a potential killer that leads to mental disease. To this concern,
technology is a good solution to complement this problem. An intelligent robot is thus developed to
company elderly, interact and assist them in daily life.
Based on research, currently there are very few robots are specially designed for elderly and they
easily cost US$10,000 and above which is unaffordable to elderly. To this concern, a toy car of
approximately 1 metre long costing less than US$200 was selected as the platform. It is adaptive to
both indoor and outdoor environment. Some papers highlight the advantage of Kinect when tracking
the user [1]. In this project, Kinect sensor is selected because it integrates both depth and voice
sensor [2-4]. And its IR camera which simulates the user skeleton helps with fast tracking [5-6].
Based on the Kinect microphone and SDK, voice can be collected and processed [7-8]. Lastly, for
good human-robot interaction [9], the robot not only needs to understand elderly’s commands but
also needs to speak out and interact with elderly [10]. This robot system uses Microsoft Text-toSpeech API to generate speech to alert in certain danger situations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II gives details of hardware components of the robot
system and how these components are implemented. Section III focuses on software development. It
gives details on how the Kinect tracks users and robot follows accordingly. It also elaborates the
working principle of voice recognition and text-to-speech application. In Section IV, it suggests the
future possible directions and improvement. Lastly, Section V leads to conclusion.
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II. Hardware Implementation
1. Hardware Components
A. Toy Car –Body and Limbs
In Figure 1, a toy car of 1.5m long, 0.8m wide and approximately 0.7 high was selected as robot
platform. It functions as body of the system and its four big wheels functions as limbs.

Figure1: Robot car platform

B. Motor Driver – Muscle
One front motor controling left and right direction is powered by front motor driver and two
back motors controling forwards / backwards are powered by another back motor driver. In this
project, two back motors are electrically parallel connected. Thus the two wheels move in the
same direction with same speed all the time. In order for capability of carrying weitht, motor
drivers with maximum loading of 10A is selected. It enables the robot to move swiftly without
overheating functioning as muscles of the system.

C. Kinect – Eyes and Ears
A first-generation Kinect is used as eyes and ears of the system. The depth sensor integrated in
the Kinect is able to get the distance of the target user. The Kinect IR carema is used to catch the
skeleton of the user. The microphone array is able to collect sound input from surrounding.

D. Controller and Converter – Brain
A portable laptop of Windows system is used as the controller of the system. In order to transmit
commands from the laptop to the robot system, and to read feedback information from the robot
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system, a small portable USB converter shown in Figure 2 is connected to the laptop. It is able
to generate PWM signal, read/ write input and output signals.

Figure 2: Portable USB converter

E. Encoder – Nerve System
In order to control the system accurately, a close loop with feedback information is required. An
encoder is used to record the left / right turning angle of the robot. This non-contacting magnetic
encoder provides high accuracy.

Figure 3: Encoder to record turning angle

2. Hardware Connection
Hardware connection is as shown in Figure 4. Firstly, Kinect is mounted on top of the robot car and
Kinect sends data inputs to the laptop which sits on the robot car. Secondly, controller processes data
inputs and feedbacks. Thirdly, controller sends commands to USB converter. Fourthly, USB
converter sends instructions to motor driver 1 to generate front/back motion. At the same time, it
sends instructions to motor driver 2 to generate left/right motion. Lastly, an encoder is mounted on
the shaft of front wheels to generate feedback information and give back to controller to be
processed further.
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Figure 4: Flow diagram of system connection

III. Software Implementation
The project is written in Visual Studio C++ program language.
System can be divided into four functions, namely target detection function, user following function,
voice control function and speech generation function.

1． Target Detection Function
1.1 Detection Algorithm
The target detection function is developed based on “Kinect for Windows Developer Toolkit
v1.8”—Kinect Explorer – D2D.
A flow chart is as illustrated in Figure 5. When the program runs, it searches middle person. Once it
finds the target user confidently, assign ID to the first user. It will get the user’s position and follow
accordingly. If more than one user existing, it will assign ID accordingly (up to 6 users). In this
project, it will track and get data of the first user. Only if the first user is lost, it will track another
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user. It makes sure that the robot car will follow the only user. Any strangers or distraction will not
take effect.

Figure 5: A flow chart to illustrate the process of target detection.

1.2 Improve Detection Accuracy [11]
1.2.1 Skeleton Detection Confidence
As mentioned previously, when the program finds a targeted person, it is not sufficient to tell if it is
a human. According to experiements, false detections like mistreating a door, wall or a chair as a
human. In Figure 6, in case like target person is too near, and only part of the body is detected,
skeleton pattern is very disordered. In this situation, it is not confident to tell the exact position of the
user. Then program should not execute.
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Figure 6: When user is too near, skeletion disordered.

In order to improve the accuracy, skeleton detection confidence is introduced.
There are in total 20 joints for a user to form 1 skeleton pattern. They are listed in the table1 and
Figure 7.
Joint 1

Hip center

Joint 2

Spine

Joint 3

Shoulder center

Joint 4

Head

Joint 5

Shoulder left

Joint 6

Elbow left

Joint 7

Wrist left

Joint 8

Hand left

Joint 9

Shoulder right

Joint 10

Elbow right

Joint 11

Wrist right

Joint 12

Hand right

Joint 13

Hip left

Joint 14

Knee left

Joint 15

Ankle left
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Joint 16

Foot left

Joint 17

Hip right

Joint 18

Knee right

Joint 19

Ankle right

Joint 20

Foot right

Table 1: Skeleton joints representation

Figure 7: Skeleton joints representation

For each joint, there are 3 statuses to illustrate the confidence level.
Tracked – it is confident to tell the joint is found
Inferred – it is not confident to tell the joint is found (may or may not exist)
Not tracked – the joint is not found
Count the number of tracked joints to represent the confident level. The higher number, the more
confident it is. There is another condition that the algorithm can be further improved. In this project,
as when the user is close to the Kinect, joints of lower body is usually unable to be captured, which
causes the confident level low. But in this case, the user does exist and program should execute.
Thus count the number of upper body joints will be more accurate. Joints 14- 20 of the whole body
will be omitted.
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1.2.2 Noise Rejection
As there is always noise and disturbance when detecting skeleton, the following example occurs
frequently.

As can be seen, when a sudden noise as circled occurs, it will tell the program that the user is lost.
The robot companion stops immediately and speeds up again right after. This will cause an
unsmooth action and do harm to motors.
To solve this problem, the author developed an algorithm to get rid of this noise.
1) Take 22 data sample (data in roughly 1 second).
2) Set threshold (below threshold meaning user is lost)
3) Count the number of data below threshold
4) Only consider user is lost if the number of data below threshold appears more than 4 times in 22
data sample.
5) Otherwise, consider the user is still tracked

In this case above, set threshold as 12. There are more than 4 times lost detections within one sample
range. It is considered as user lost.

In this case above, set threshold as 12. There are less than 4 times lost detections within one sample
range. It is considered as user in track.
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1.2.3 False Detection Rejection

Figure 8: Kinect mistreats a chair as a user

In the case shown on Figure 8, the Kinect mistreats a chair as a user. And its skeleton confidence
level is still quite high. Therefore algorithm discussed above is not sufficient to reject this false
detection.
A new algorithm is developed to reject false detection. Since within a very short period of time, the
user hardly moves body too much, the joint position in such short period is changing very little.
According to experiment data, when false detection happens, for example Kinect mistreats a chair as
a user; the joint position is jumping unreasonably.
Therefore, variance of position is a good parameter to judge the joint moving fluctuation.

N: data sample
xave: x-axis data average
yave: y-xis data average
zave: z-xis data average
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Figure 9: Axis of position based on Kinect
The axis if the joint is set based on Kinect as shown in Figure 9. Take the average of x, y, z axis
respectively and compute the variance according to the formula above.
If the variance is above threshold, it means big data violation. It is considered as false detection. In
this case, the robot should not follow. By doing so, it is able to reject situations like mistreating some
obstacles as a human.

2. User Following Function
2.1 Operation Mode Selection
There are two modes to control the robot as shown in Figure 10. If target person is found, it will go
to auto control mode. The robot will follow the elderly tightly. If the target person is not found or
lose contact, it will go to voice control mode. The elderly could use voice command to call the robot
back.

Figure 10: Flow chart of mode selection
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2.2 Auto Control Mode
In auto control mode, the control action is based on the position of the user. Distance data is able to
be read from the Kinect depth sensor. The further the user from the user, the faster the robot catches
up.
Front / back speed calculation
If distance away from Kinect less than minimum margin, it will stop.
If distance away from Kinect greater than maximum margin, it will run at full speed.
If distance within minimum and maximum margin, it will adjust its speed linearly according to
distance.
In this project, it is divided into a scale of 10 for simplicity. Thus the speed varies from 0-100%. For
example, 1.5-1.8m speed is 20% of full speed. A plot of speed with reference to distance is shown in
Figure 11.

Figure 11: Speed with reference to distance plot

Left / Right direction and speed determination
In left / right direction, in order to keep the robot car and user in line, PID control logic is
implemented here. In this project, the angle difference between direction of the user and direction of
the robot car does not require extremely precise. If too precise, the robot is keeping turning all the
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time, which is not as expected. Only when the angle difference is big enough, then the robot adjusts
its direction. Therefore, proportional control (P) is adopted because it is fastest.
As shown in Figure 12, when output angle read from encoder differs from required angle, the angle
difference will be processed by the controller and a proportional gain will be generated to
compensate the difference.

Figure 12: Feedback loop of left / right turning angle

1) Calculate user angle measured by Kinect shown in Figure 13.
User angle Ɵ = arc tan ( X distance / Z distance);

Figure 13: Determine user angle Ɵ
2) Measure robot car turning angle recorded by encoder
3) Determine turning direction according to the two angles.
Case 1: User is on the right hand side of robot car (Figure 14). It turns right.
Case 2: User is on the left hand side of robot car (Figure 14). It turns left.
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Figure 14: Case 1

Case 2

Case 3: Angle between robot car and user is less than 5 degrees (margin), it remains as previous state
(Figure 15).

Figure 15:

Case 3

Case 4: If the robot companion is moving towards right, but user has a motion towards left, then it
stops moving right and wait for next data input (Figure 16).
Case 5: If the robot companion is moving towards right, but user has a motion towards left, then it
stops moving right and wait for next data input (Figure 16).
Both case 4 and case 5 are used as prediction to prevent over turn and follow tightly.

Figure 16:

Case 4

Case 5
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4) Determine the speed magnitude
To follow tightly and prevent over turn, a speed calculation algorithm is developed to estimate the
left right moving speed (magnitude and direction) using first derivative.

Speed =
The magnitude of speed is divided into a scale of 4 for simplicity. 4 means full speed and 1 means
low speed.

3. Voice Control
This program is based on Kinect SDK 1.8v, “speech basic”.
3.1 Voice Commands
When a target person is not found and in extreme case when the lighting is too strong, Kinect is
unable to detect the user and it goes to voice control mode as shown in Figure 17. In voice control
mode, the robot companion will stop and wait for voice command. After capturing the correct
speech, it will do the action accordingly.

Figure 17: A flowchart showing when speech recognition mode is on
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In this project, four Basic Commands are created for voice control:
Forward --- move forward for 2 seconds with low speed
Back --- move backward for 2 seconds with low speed
Right --- move forward and right for 2 seconds with low speed
Left --- move forward and left for 2 seconds with low speed

3.2 Improve Command Recognition
For higher accuracy purpose, a grammar file is created in order to catch more than one keyword of
commands, such that it has higher capability of understanding.
Any of the keywords “Forward”, “Straight” or “Forwards” will lead to execute “Forward” command.
Any of the keywords “Backwards”, “Backward” or “Back” will lead to execute “Back” command.
Any of the keywords “Left”, or “Turn Left” will lead to execute “Left” command.
Any of the keywords “Right”, “Turn Right” or “Back” will lead to execute “Right” command.

3.3 Improve Accent Recognition
As different user has different accent, Asian users’ accent unfortunately leads to low recognition
confidence. Therefore training needs to be down to improve accuracy.
Under Windows control panel, there is an option called “Speech Recognition - Train your computer
to better understand you”. You will be asked to read the text from 15-30 phrases and it will take
approximately 5 minutes to complete. More training can be done for the system to understand your
accent better.

4. Speech Generation
Speech generation function enables the robot companion to communicate with the elderly. It can
simulate human’s voice and speak out through laptop speaker.
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The technology called TTS (Text-to-Speech) is adopted. As Windows system is used, a Windows
embedded speech TTS SDK is used.
This SDK enables user to select voice (male or female), pitch (low or high) according to preference.
There are two conditions in this project that will actived speech generation function. First condition
is when target user is lost. A speech of “I can’t find you” will be generated. The second condition is
when speed exceeds a recommended speed. A speech of “You are too fast” will be generated.
In the cases where there is false detection or a correction has been done by user, too many voice
reminders might be redundant. Therefore an algorithm is implemented: only when conditions happen
and last for at least 2 seconds, a voice reminder is activated. If the condition remains after first
reminder, the same reminder will be activated again after a period of time (i.e. 8 seconds) according
to user’s preference.

IV. Future Development
Future Hardware Development
Due to the hardware limitation, the front wheels could only be controlled to turn left and right,
while the back wheels can be driven forwards and backwards. This results in the robot
companion to turn with a very big radius. It is unable to pivot on origin. In the case of narrow
situation, it is hard to perform ultimately without touching obstacles.
To overcome these limitations, it is planned to implement the whole system to a motorized
wheelchair [12-13] in the future, which is very robust and elderly friendly. It is able to turn with
small radius and the elderly may even sit on the wheelchair when tired.
In addition, a 2-generation Kinect will be adopted. It will provide higher accuracy and get rid of
some lighting problems.
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Future Software Development
In terms of software development, apart from existing functions, a lot more function will be
added. “Elderly Agent” is an intelligent approach. It will remember elderly’s daily routine, and
thus remind those with memory deterioration. It will also to able to have conservation with
elderly just like talking to a friend. In addition, it will be connected to server, once the system
detects elderly’s abnormal actions or strange behaviours like falling down, it will send message
to guardians through server.
Lastly, a user recognition function will be developed to recognize the owner. It makes the robot
more loyal to owner and more personalized.

V. Conclusion
In this paper, an elderly companion robot is built based on Kinect sensor. With effort of Kinect
detection accuracy improvement, the robot system is able to intelligently follow the user. Voice
control function provides another option for user to control the robot apart from auto mode when
Kinect loses target user. A big room can be improved for voice recognition to make it more robust
and understandable. In addition, speech generation function makes the robot system more
entertaining. It sets a solid foundation for future human-robot interaction development. It can foresee
that elderly-friendly intelligent robot will play a big role in the background of fast growing aging
population.
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